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Signature: North
Feminine/Masculine Balance: 3/3
Feminine numbers are overall tougher, more tenacious, and enduring but they lack the
masculine energy of spontaneity. Masculine numbers have an immediate and
noticeable effect, but their impact doesnʼt last long.
Cardinal Points
The North represents the end of the old and the beginning of the new.

1

The number one resonates strongly with the energies of knowledge and
communication. People under the influence of this number are often
unsatisfied with knowing just the basics; the exploration of truth in its
entirety is what drives their ambition.
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6

The number six is vibrates energies that are less inquisitive than the
number one. The energy from this number enables you to be satisfied more
easily with your accomplishments than if you only had ones in your personal
Code.

When the numbers of the North appear in repetition, as they do in your case, these
numbersʼ energies are unusually strong and their influence can result in manic
depression, where you are high on life one day, and extremely low the next. The
remedy: learning the practice patience as an antidote to your impatience with the
drudgery of life.
Northerly Extremes…
Since the influences of the numbers of the North are so prominent in your personal
Code, avoid wearing blue and black (the colors associated with these numbers). In
particular, try to avoid wearing them above the waist. Also be aware that days that
contain a six and/or a one will amplify the influence of these numbers even more.
Wearing red and surrounding yourself with this color will help neutralize the extremes of
the Northern numbers. In addition, surrounding yourself with people who have sevens
and twos in their birth dates will help you find balance.
The East reflects the energies of enthusiasm and joy that take root in the
developmental stages of new ideas.
The South resonates the liveliness needed to present ideas to others. People with the
South represented in their Personal Codes share the qualities of charisma, curiosity and
expressiveness.
The West embodies the organizational qualities inherent in the logistics process of
birthing a vision.
Missing Stations
East: You tend to shy away from commotion if you lack the number three in your
personal Code. Without the number eight, you tend to overcomplicate things. With an
overbalance as well as a lack of a representation of the numbers of the East, you have
a tendency not to consider the consequences of the things you say (a lack of empathy).
Aside from surrounding yourself with more of the color green to offset the void, you can
also make conscious steps toward developing the gifts that these numbers impart. For
example, practice improving your communication skills by listening more carefully in
conversations to try to connect with the message between the words of the person
speaking; focus on listening to the true message being transmitted rather than just the
surface words being said. Another wonderful way to begin balancing your East is to
surround yourself with people who have this influence in their Code. The odd thing is
that youʼll often try very hard to avoid these people because you see them as too
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emotional and being around them is unpleasant for you because youʼd much prefer
pretending your emotions didnʼt exist.
South: People who donʼt have the numbers of the South represented in their Personal
Codes may be difficult to listen to, particular if theyʼre speaking publicly in front of an
audience. As a result, they tend to feel misunderstood, unappreciated or simply left out
of life. Even if on the outside, you lead a successful life, youʼll still carry the fear of not
being valued enough by those around you. Surrounding yourself with the color red will
draw more energy to you, helping you manifest your ideas more easily and follow
through on projects that youʼd normally abandon before completion. You may already
gravitate toward lively music when youʼre in need of the Southern influence, but if you
havenʼt tried it yet, listen to energetic tunes when you feel down instead of opting for
meditative tracks.
West: People with no westerly influence in their dates of birth can take solace in
knowing that they donʼt have to struggle with the industriousness and relentlessness
that holds such a firm grip on people with a strong influence from this Cardinal Point. If
you struggle with learning math, accounting, finance, or any other numbers-based
discipline, try wearing more white when you engage in your studies, surround yourself
with as few colors other than white as possible, and open yourself up to embracing the
energies of this very powerful set of numbers.
Center: Activities that promote groundedness will help compensate for a missing
influence from the Central Cardinal point. If you donʼt have a zero or a five in your
Personal Code, consider activities that allow you to commune with nature, or meditate
for a few minutes each day to reconnect with your personal center. An interesting note
to consider is that those with no Central influence who fall under an earth sign (Taurus,
Virgo, or Capricorn) have an innate tendency to ground on their own so they may not
feel the missing energies of the Center as much as other signs.
In terms of specifically missing one of the two Central numbers in your birth date,
missing the five often leads to a lack of assertiveness in everyday life, while lacking a
zero can lead to not feeling fully satisfied with yourself and having the compulsion to
keep checking that everything was done right (even if you already have proof that it
has). This could even manifest as perfectionism in those who turn the affliction into a
seemingly marketable trait in their professional lives.
Those of you without a zero may also repeatedly ask yourselves whether youʼve made
the right decisions in life, doubting your choices due to your lack of connection to your
center. Meditation will help a great deal in alleviating these doubts, as it will teach you to
reconnect with your inner voice—your intuition—and that reconnection with sprout the
peaceful sense of knowing that youʼre on the right path when you follow your inner
awareness. Another possible manifestation of this sense of doubt about oneʼs choices in
life can be depression, particularly on days when there are no concrete plans set in the
calendar. The easiest way to counterbalance this low is to go be with nature to bring the
awareness of the present back to you.

